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Minutes of the USTA NorCal Junior Council Meeting 
Tuesday, May 2, 2017 

 
 

NOTE: All minutes are final after approval by the committee and all committee decisions are subject to final 
approval by the USTA NorCal Board. 

 
Andrea Norman, chair of the Junior Council, called the meeting to order at 7:15 pm and roll call was conducted.  
 

Committee Members Present: Andrea Norman (chair), Mike Erwin, Ogidi Obi, Craig Pasqua, Stephanie 
Shapiro, and Stewart Toy.  Ogidi Obi and Stephanie Shapiro arrived as noted in the minutes. 
 

USTA NorCal Staff Present: Summer Verhoeven, Manager of Junior Play; Tommy Tu, Junior Competition 
Coordinator; Beth Workeneh, Player Development Specialist. 
 
1. Approval of Minutes 
 The Council considered approval of the minutes of the meeting held April 3, 2017.  The following motion was 

duly made, seconded, and approved by a vote of 3 in favor, none opposed, and no abstentions: 
 

RESOLVED:  That the minutes of the Junior Council meeting held April 3, 2017be approved as presented. 
 

2. Chair Report 
Andrea reported that the two Junior Council resolutions from the last meeting were approved through the 
Committee Decision process of the NorCal Board.  These resolutions approved: 
• The change to the use of the USTA Junior Player Oath at all NorCal Tournaments, the additional use of the 

Parent Pledge to support good sportsmanship, and the optional use of the Post-Match Peer and Self 
Evaluation. 

• The addition of one weekend to the January Excellence date block to be used if needed in the case of 
implement weather, and only in consultation with NorCal staff. 

 
3. Staff Report 
 

• Maze Cup:  Tommy reported on the decisive Maze Cup victory against SoCal by a score of 12-8.  Staff will 
be working to set a date for the 2018 Maze Cup as it will be hosted in NorCal next year. 

 

• Team USA Camp: NorCal conducted a successful Team USA Camp with 24 players and 8 coaches 
participating.  Significant discussion took place in the parent meeting regarding sportsmanship issues and 
the role NorCal, tournament directors, and certified officials play in combatting the problems.  Several 
constructive ideas came out of the meeting that will be further discussed to determine whether they can be 
implemented. 

 

• NorCal Team Coaches Selection Update: All coaches have been selected for our national teams for 2017. 
Majority of the coaches have committed with one spot still to be filled. Final coach confirmations will be 
made soon. 

 

• Train the Trainers Workshop: NorCal held a successful Train the Trainers Early Development Camp 
Workshop at Bay Club SF Tennis, attended by 46 coaches.  One purpose of the event was to identify 
coaches for future Early Development Camps. 

 
Ogidi Obi and Stephanie Shapiro arrived during the staff report. 
 
4. Ranking Points for New National Tournament Formats and Rounds 

Andrea reported that the USTA has approved three new tournament formats and rounds in existing 
tournaments that need to be addressed in the NorCal ranking point tables because these tournaments count 
for NorCal ranking. 
 

• National Level 3 Team Tournaments:  Several USTA National Level 3 Tournaments will have team formats.   
Already NorCal players have competed in at least one of these tournaments.  Players will be playing 
between 4 and 5 maximum singles and doubles matches.  Following discussion, the following motions were 
duly made, seconded, and approved by a vote of 5 in favor, none opposed, and no abstentions: 

 

RESOLVED:  That players shall earn 125 points per win at all USTA National Level 3 Tournaments played 
with a team format; and 
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RESOLVED FURTHER:  That because one USTA National Level 3 Tournament has been played in 2017, 
upon approval by the USTA NorCal Board, these points shall be added to any NorCal player’s record who 
competed in such tournament. 

 

• National Level 3 Tournament with Preliminary Rounds and First Match Consolation Playoff: Another new L3 
format is one that is similar to NorCal’s Grand Prix Invitational and Year End Masters, whereby players play 
a round robin.  The National tournament advances not only the top finishers, but all finishers to a First 
Match Consolation playoff as follows:  32 players divided into 8 round robins.  Players waterfalled by rank; 
players without a rank are randomly drawn.  Round Robin rules for determining the order of finish 
used.  Once Round Robin play is complete the players go to 8-player FMLC draw with 3 rounds.  The #1 
finishers in each pool go into a draw, #2 players into their own draw, and so on and so forth down to the 
4th place finishers.  The elimination draws would have a consolation draw.  This would guarantee every 
player to play a minimum of 5 matches over the 3 days, with the champions playing 6.  There is only one 
national tournament with this format; however there is the possibility that a NorCal player could compete in 
it.  Following discussion, the following motion was duly made, seconded, and unanimously approved by a 
vote of 5 in favor, none opposed, and no abstentions: 

 

RESOLVED:  That players shall earn the following points per at all USTA National Level 3 Tournaments 
played with a Round Robin preliminary round format and a First Match Consolation Playoff. 

 

Round 
Points 

Per Win 
Max 

Points 
Notes (BP = bonus points) 

Round Robin Rounds 50 150 150 is the maximum won in the RR for going 3-0 

Champion Bracket MD 165 495 
Champion gets max of 645 points + BP  (compares to 650) 
2nd Place gets max of 480 points + BP (compares to 488 
3rd/4th gets max of 315 points + BP (compares to 325/228) 

Champion Bracket Cons 50 150 
FMLC winner gets max of 250 (100 RR + 150 FMLC) + BP 
FMLC 2nd gets max of 200 (100 RR +100 FMLC) + BP 

2nd Place RR Bracket 30 90 Winner gets max of 190 (100 RR + 90 FMLC) + BP 

3rd Place RR Bracket 25 75 Winner gets max of 125 (50 RR +75 FMLC) + BP 

4th Place RR Bracket 20 60 Winner gets max of 110 (50 RR + 60 FMLC) + BP 

 
 

• BG14 National Hard Court and Clay Court Championships - Additional Consolation Draw to Guarantee 3 
Singles Matches:  Beginning in 2017, the BG14 National Hard Court and Clay Court Championships now 
provide an additional single elimination consolation draw to guarantee three singles matches to all players.  
Any player losing their first two rounds will be fed into a separate consolation draw.   The number of points 
earned by players that lose in the Main Draw Round 1, win one FIC match, and then lose, is 77 points.  This 
point value was used to determine a recommended number of points per win in this new consolation draw.   
Council concluded 13 was an appropriate number as it will ensure the person that wins the new consolation 
draw will not earn more points than a player that wins one main draw match.  Following discussion, the 
following motion was duly made, seconded, and approved by a vote of 5 in favor, none opposed, and no 
abstentions: 

 

RESOLVED:  That players in a USTA National Championship FIC draw of 192 that includes an additional 
single elimination consolation draw to guarantee three singles matches shall earn 13 points per win in 
this new draw. 
 

5. UTR Round Robin Points and the Grand Prix 
The Grand Prix Invitational is a summer-ending tournament intended to provide an aspirational goal for the 
player most commonly competing in Open Level tournaments.  Results from a player’s best four singles and 
four best doubles Open Tournaments and UTR Round Robins from January 1 to late July are used to calculate 
a Grand Prix Points Race List.  This date period includes 4 possible UTR Round Robins that count toward the 
Grand Prix Points Race.  The top 8 players that enter compete in a round robin with a playoff format. 
 
Council reviewed data provided by staff and determined that inclusion of the UTR Round Robin points is 
having an impact on the Grand Prix Points Lists.  UTR Round Robins are making up a significant majority of 
the points earned towards selection for the Grand Prix Invitational and the designation of the UTR Round 
Robins as 18 division tournaments to allow for level based play is putting players on rank lists outside of the 
division they are competing in when they play Open tournaments.  The latter creates confusion among 
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players as to their reasonable expectation of being selected, if they enter, for the season-ending Grand Prix 
Invitational. 
 
Discussion followed that indicated a desire to eliminate UTR Round Robins from the Grand Prix Lists, but out 
of fairness to players who have competed in them already this year, eliminating them retroactively was not 
appropriate.  Following discussion the following motions were duly made, seconded, and approved by a vote 
of 5 in favor, none opposed, and no abstentions: 

 

RESOLVED:  That for 2017 only the Grand Prix Points List procedure shall be amended effective 
immediately to be based on a player’s best 8 singles and 8 best doubles results in Open Tournaments and 
UTR Round Robins; and 
 
RESOLVED FURTHER:  That beginning in 2018, the Grand Prix Points List procedure shall be changed 
back to a player’s best 4 singles and 4 best doubles results, and that only Open Tournaments will count 
toward the Grand Prix Points List; UTR Round Robins shall no longer count towards the Grand Prix Points 
Race. 
 

6. Impact of UTR Round Robin Points on Ranking Lists 
Council also discussed whether the number of points earned at UTR Round Robins is skewing the ranking 
lists.  Points earned by players, regardless of their UTR rating are earning the same points - for example a 
player with a 2.0 rating that goes 3-0 in a UTR Round Robin earns the same number of points as a player 
with an 8.0 rating that goes 3-0.  Generally, in looking at the total number of points players at various spots 
on rank lists have, Council does not believe that skewing is taking place in a way that affects seeding, 
selection or endorsement; however it is asking staff to do research to determine whether there is any impact.  
A report and discussion will take place at a future Council meeting. 
 

7. Championship Tournament Selection Process 
As part of the discussion related to the impact UTR Round Robins may be having on Ranking Lists, Council 
identified that the designation of these tournaments as 18 division tournaments is having an impact on the 
ability of players to age up.  At the same time the UTR Round Robins count up when a tournament has been 
played in that older division, the same is not happening with points earned at the higher-level Super Series 
that are designated as 14 division events.  The irony is that the highest rated younger players are competing 
in the Super Series 14 division tournaments and those points don’t count in the 16 division, while the lower-
rated players are in the UTR Round Robins and those points count up.  A discussion followed regarding 
whether the Championship Tournaments should have a selection process that includes consideration of 
ratings.  Council reviewed the draw sizes of the past 12 Championship Tournaments, only a small percentage 
of which had full draws.  While not all draws full, Council concluded there is an aging up impact when the 
draws are full, particularly when players are aging up from the 14s to 16s.  These players have the option to 
play one or more UTR Round Robins to aid in aging up, but the issue remained as to whether a players’ rating 
should also assist in selection for a Championship.  Following discussion, Council decided it would need a 
formal proposal regarding an alternative selection process before it would be willing to consider a change.  A 
proposal will be worked on and presented at an upcoming meeting. 

 
6. Challenger Singles Consolation Match Format 

Staff received a request for Junior Council to consider changing the consolation singles match format from 
the Match Tiebreak format to an 8-game pro set.  This request would not apply when round robins are held, 
including under the new Challenger Ratings Round Robin tournament format that mirrors the UTR Round 
Robins, except at the Challenger level. 
 

Andrea reminded the members that the requirements placed on Challengers are greater than Opens - a 
minimum of 3 matches must be offered as compared to 2 matches at the Open level.  Most typically a 
tournament fulfills this requirement by offering a singles draw format with a consolation and a single 
elimination doubles format.  If approved, it is hoped that easing the match format requirement will allow for 
more players to be accepted into limited draws and encourage interest in hosting this level of tournament. 
 
Following discussion, the following motion was duly made, seconded, and approved by a vote of 5 in favor, 
none opposed, and no abstentions: 
 

RESOLVED:  That effective with tournaments having start dates on or after July 1, 2017 USTA NorCal 
Junior Tournament Rule 11.D.iv. shall be amended as follows (stricken through language is to be deleted, 
underlined language is to be added): 

 

11. Junior Tournament Descriptions 
D. Challenger Tournaments. 
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iv. Match and Scoring Formats.  The match formats will beare as follows: 
a. Main Draw Singles and Round Robin Singles.  The singles match format and round 

robin singles format will beare the best of 3 tiebreak sets with a 10-Point Match Tiebreak 
in lieu of the 3rd set. 

b. Consolation Singles and Doubles.  The consolation singles format and doubles match 
format will be are an 8-game pro set. 

 
7. Challenger Three Match Requirement 

Staff requested Council clarify the intent of the three match minimum requirement.  The Junior Tournament 
Rules state a minimum of three matches is required to be offered, but doesn’t state whether 2 of the 3 can 
be doubles, resulting in a single elimination singles event and a consolation doubles event.  Following 
discussion, the following motion was duly made, seconded, and unanimously approved by a vote of 4 in 
favor, 1 opposed, and no abstentions: 
 

RESOLVED:  That effective with tournaments having start dates on or after July 1, 2017 USTA NorCal 
Junior Tournament Rule 11.D.ii.a. shall be amended as follows (stricken through language is to be 
deleted, underlined language is to be added): 

 

11. Junior Tournament Descriptions 
D. Challenger Tournaments. 

ii. Traditional Draw Format.  
a. Events and Draws Must Offer Minimum of 3 Matches.  Challenger Tournaments will 

offer a combination of draws and/or draw formats that offer each entered player a 
minimum of 3 matches, 2 of which must be singles.  The following are examples: 
• singles with a consolation format (First Match Loser Consolation, Compass Draw, Feed-

In Championship, Round Robin) and single elimination doubles.  When a non-Round 
Robin format is played in singles, there will be a playoff for 3rd and 4th place; 

• singles ONLY with a Round Robin or Compass Draw format. 
While the draw offerings must offer a minimum of 3 matches, the number of 
entrants received in an event may result in a player having 2 matches. 

 
8. Selection of Doubles Teams at Doubles-Only Sectional Championships 

For the first time, in 2016, the Doubles-Only Sectional Championships experienced a number of withdrawals 
of players and it was discovered that the Tournament Rules did not provide good guidance on what to do if 
one of the partners could still play and wanted to find a replacement partner.  Council weighed the pros and 
cons of permitting a remaining partner to find a replacement when there was an alternate list and ultimately 
determined that because this was a doubles-only tournament, the alternate list had to be respected.  
Following discussion, the following motion was duly made, seconded, and unanimously approved by a vote 
of 5 in favor, none opposed, and no abstentions: 
 

RESOLVED:  That effective with the 2017 Doubles-Only Sectional Championship, USTA NorCal Junior 
Tournament Rule 11.J.v. shall be amended as follows (stricken through language is to be deleted, 
underlined language is to be added): 

 
11. Junior Tournament Descriptions 

J. Sectional Championships.  The Sectional Championships offer the highest tier of competition 
for the  
v. Doubles-Only Sectional Championships. 

a. Draw Size and Format. [unchanged] 
b. Sanction Periods. [unchanged] 
dc. Doubles Partner Notification Deadline; Paring of Players Without Partners. No 

later than the end of the day on Monday prior to the Saturday start date of the 
tournament, any doubles players that have not previously entered as a team must notify 
the Tournament Committee of the partnership. 

A Tournament Committee may elect to randomly pair any player entered in doubles 
without a partner after the Monday deadline provided a statement that this will take place 
is published on the tournament website by the time entries open.  If random parings will 
take place, players entered in doubles without a partner that do not desire to play 
doubles must notify the Tournament Committee of their desire to withdraw from doubles 
(without penalty) by the Monday deadline. 

If random pairings are made, players in the singles draw will be paired with other 
players in the singles draw first. 

cd. Selection Process. Teams will be selected in the order of their combined standings 
using the most recently published Doubles Seeding List of the division.  For example, 
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Player A holds the #1 standing and Player B holds the #10 standing. The Team of A&B 
would have the combined standing of 11.  A team with a combined standing greater than 
11 is selected after Team A&B.  If there is a tie, the team with the player that has the 
highest doubles standing on the list will be selected first. 

All teams not selected will be placed on Alternate Lists that are ordered using the 
same methods of selecting players or teams into the tournament described in above.  The 
Alternate Lists will be used to replace withdrawing players and teams, except that a Late 
Entry may not be accepted into the draw if it invalidates the seeding. 

e. Team Selection and Alternate Publication Requirement. The doubles team selection 
and alternate lists will be published no later than 10:00 am on the Wednesday before the 
start of the tournament. 

f. Replacement of Withdrawing Teams. Because players are selected for the tournament 
as part of a team, the withdrawal of one player after the entry deadline is effectively the 
withdrawal of a team.  When there are no alternate teams, the remaining player may find 
another partner provided if this happens after the draws are published, the new team 
may not affect the seedings.  When there is an alternate team, the withdrawing team is 
replaced with the first alternate. 

fg. Entry Fee. [unchanged] 
 

9. Restriction on Replacing Withdrawing Players with Byes 
In 2005, NorCal placed a restriction on tournaments that no longer permitted a Referee to replace a 
withdrawing player with a bye when there was no alternate.  This was done out of fairness to a player who 
had planned on a first round match because advancing because of a bye resulted in no ranking points, while 
advancing due to a walkover resulted in points earned.  Council discussed changing this restriction to only 
apply after the draw has been published, which in the case of most draws is by 10:00 am on Wednesday 
before a Saturday start to a tournament.  Permitting a player to be replaced with a bye before publication of 
the draw will allow for a seed to advance without a match (if there are any seeds with a first round 
opponent), while at the same time causing no “harm” to the opponent of the withdrawing player because the 
opponent hasn’t yet seen the draw.  Following discussion, the following motion was duly made, seconded, 
and unanimously approved by a vote of 5 in favor, none opposed, and no abstentions: 
 

RESOLVED:  That effective immediately, USTA NorCal Junior Tournament Rule 18 shall be amended as 
follows (stricken through language is to be deleted, underlined language is to be added): 

 

18. Restriction on Replacing Withdrawing Players with Byes.  After a draw has been published, 
the Referee will not make changes in the draw as described in USTA Regulation II.C.i.b.iii. and iv. as 
follows: when a player who is not seeded withdraws from a tournament after the draw is published 
and there are no alternates awaiting entry, a Referee may not replace the withdrawing player with a 
Bye.  If there are no alternates awaiting entry, the Referee is required to leave the unseeded 
withdrawing player in the draw and advance the opponent by means of a Withdrawal or Default, 
whichever describes the circumstances of the withdrawal. 

 
10. Review of Super Series and UTR Round Robin Entry Deadlines and Selection Rules 

On January 1, 2017, the following new rules went into effect related to the Super Series and UTR Round 
Robins: 
• The UTR Round Robin deadline was changed from the same day as for a concurrent Super Series to the 

Sunday before the start of the tournament; Super Series deadlines remained at two Mondays before the 
start of the tournament. 

• Without prior written permission, concurrent entry in multiple UTR Round Robins or a UTR Round Robin and 
a Super Series was prohibited, except that concurrent entry in 18 and 14 division of a Super Series when 
both divisions are part of the same tournament. 

• The responsibility for managing the selection for Super Series and Round Robins was put in the hands of 
the Tournament Committee. 

At the first concurrent Super Series and UTR Round Robin of the year, there was significant confusion 
reported with respect to these new rules, with players withdrawing from one tournament to play the other, a 
violation of the Concurrent Tournament Rule. 
 
Follow discussion, Council instructed staff to advise Tournament Directors and Referees that players are to be 
assessed the appropriate suspension points for violating the Concurrent Tournament Rule.  Additionally 
Council discussed two rule changes related to the these tournaments that Council believes will assist 
Directors in running these valuable tournaments that require significant administration.  Following discussion, 
the following motion was duly made, seconded, and approved by a vote of 5 in favor, none opposed, and no 
abstentions: 
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RESOLVED:  That effective immediately, USTA NorCal Junior Tournament Rule 7. shall be amended as 
follows (stricken through language is to be deleted, underlined language is to be added): 

 

7. Entry Deadlines. 
A. Entry Deadlines for Sectional Championships, Excellence Tournaments, Championship 

Tournaments, Super Series, and UTR Round Robins.  The entry deadline for Sectional 
Championships, Excellence Tournaments, Championship Tournaments, and Super SeriesUTR 
Round Robins is 11:59 pm (one minute before midnight) two Monday’s before the start date of 
the tournament. 

B. Entry Deadline for Super Series.  The entry deadline Super Series is 11:59 pm (one minute 
before midnight) three Mondays before the start date of the tournament. 

BC. Entry Deadlines for UTR Round Robins, Open Tournaments, and Challenger 
Tournaments.  The entry deadline for UTR Round Robins, Open Tournaments, and Challenger 
Tournaments is 11:59 pm (one minute before midnight) six days prior to the start date of the 
tournament.  For example, if a tournament starts on a Saturday, the entry deadline is 11:59 pm 
the previous Sunday. 

 
Following approval of the first resolution, the following motion was duly made, seconded, and approved by a 
vote of 4 in favor, none opposed, and 1 abstention: 

 

RESOLVED:  That effective immediately, USTA NorCal Junior Tournament Rule 24.C. shall be amended 
as follows (stricken through language is to be deleted, underlined language is to be added): 
 

24. Entry Fees. 
C. Refunds.  Pursuant to this section, when an entry fee refund is required the Tournament 

Committee will not be obligated to refund the Tennis Link non-refundable registration fee. 
i. Withdrawals in Violation of Concurrent Tournament Rule.  When a player withdraws 

from a tournament in violation of the Concurrent Tournament Rule (Rule 6), a player is not 
entitled to a refund, regardless of when the withdrawal occurs. 

ii. Withdrawals No Later than 7 Days Before Start of Tournament. [unchanged] 
iii. Entries Not Accepted. [unchanged] 
iiiiv. Credits Not Permitted.  [unchanged] 
iv. Fees for Refunding Not Permitted; Administrative Fee for Full Rain Out Permitted.  

[unchanged] 
vi. Partial Rain Out Policy. [unchanged] 

 
11. 2018 NorCal Junior Tournament Calendar 

Council reviewed the proposed schedule of 2018 NorCal tournaments assigned specific date blocks.  In 
addition to the change previously approved by the Board to add one additional weekend as part of the 
January Excellence date block, one change to adjust a Championship date block to not fall on Easter was 
supported.  Following discussion, the following motion was duly made, seconded, and unanimously approved 
by a vote of 5 in favor, none opposed, and no abstentions: 

 

RESOLVED:  That the 2018 NorCal Junior Tournament Calendar be approved as attached as Exhibit A, 
which includes one change, to move the April Championship later by one week so that it does not fall on 
Easter. 

 
There being no further business to come before the Council, the meeting adjourned at 10:30 pm. 
 
 


